
 

 

 

CREATIVE VIDEO EDITOR, LONDON 

Department – Editorial 

Reporting to the Assistant Art Director  

 

THE BRAND 

MATCHESFASHION.COM is the global luxury-shopping destination for men and women, bringing 

together a modern edit of over 400 established and emerging designers. Experience 

MATCHESFASHION.COM online, in its London stores and at No.23, our private-shopping 

townhouse. With over 25 years in luxury fashion, we deliver to over 190 countries and offer 24/7 

advice through MyStylist, our dedicated fashion-concierge team. 

THE ROLE 

 

Embedded within the editorial team, reporting into the Assistant Art Director, the Creative Video 

Editor is responsible for generating, filming and editing video content for all areas of the business, 

namely creative and editorial but also for press and events.   

 

THE RESPONSIBILITIES 

 

 WORKING with the fashion and art team to concept, film and edit moving digital content. 

 

 PRODUCING storyboards to present to key stakeholders within the business. 

 

 LIAISE and report into the production team to help plan, produce and deliver all video 

content within budget on a shoot by shoot basis. 

 

 BE responsible for all post production for projects. 

 

 STRONG experience in grading, mastering, encoding in different formats and uploading to 

the web. 

 

 LEAD graphic and animatic projects, as well as supporting the creative team with edits that 

require animation skills. 

 

 WORKING to deadlines and managing business expectations and requirements to the brand 

standard. 

 

 WORK alongside the social media teams to pitch and create content for Vine and Instagram. 

 

 FILM AND PRODUCE regular video features making them on-brand and different enough 

each time.  

 

 EDIT all video content produced in house. 

 

 WORKING with the bookings and picture editor on image and sound research to flow into 

the video content. Manage the admin of the usage rights. 

 

 WORK with the Assistant Art Director and CTO on the correct equipment and software 

updates that are needed. 

 



 

 WORK with the Assistant Art Director on compression and optimization of video for web 

and mobile.  

 

 COME UP with video solutions for all platforms working closely with the art creative team 

on unique and creative content. 

 

 

ABOUT YOU 

 

 4 years strong video editing and filming experience. 

 Experience using Final Cut Pro and Premiere with strong after effects skills. 

 Experience in applications such as Color, Compressor, DVD Studio Pro, Motion, Photoshop, 

MPEG Stream clip. 

 A back catalogue of films that the candidate has shot to illustrate their experience and quality. 

 Knowledge of essential online and social media video sharing sites such as Vine and 

Youtube. 

 Self-starter 

 Highly organized and self-motivated.  

 Ability to work within a fast paced and dynamic environment that is ever evolving.  

 Acute attention to detail. This includes sound quality and post-production skills. 

 Knowledge of music and footage usage rights.  

 

 

 

From the moment you join our team we aspire to make your employment experience an 

engaging and memorable one. 

 

If you are energetic, hardworking and thrive in a collaborative and fast-paced environment, 

then please apply with a CV and covering letter stating your salary details and notice period. 


